TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS

#77

1/4 COR. 16 T 2 N R 10 W., WM.

HISTORICAL: GLO 2 N 10 pg. 33
J. CARLICH Map A - 1225
D. MILLS Map B - 998

CONDITION

Fd.: Good
1 1/4" IRON PIPE 48" Long, firmly set (map A-1225)
Fd.: Good (Glo) 36" Hem. stamp, visible scarring, S 50 W 10'
Fd.: Good (Glo) 48" Spiral steel, No scarring visible, N 40° E 45' A.
Fd.: Good (map A-1225) 5" Cedar (new 15") N 45° E 9.05' A.
Fd.: Good (map A-1225) 6" Cedar (new 18") S 39° E 7.50' A.

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

I removed the found 1 1/4" IP and
I set a 1 1/2" x 30" IRON PIPE WITH A BRASS CAP
SET IN CONCRETE in an ALUM. FORM.
* 60" Hat Section 15° EAST

NEW ACCESSORY:
I scribed "CS BTION CARLICH'S 15" Dia CEDAR
that bears N 45° E 9.50' A to new face.
I scribed "CS BTION CARLICH'S 18" Dia. CEDAR
that bears S 39° E 7.50' A to new face.

1981

COMMENTS: I scribed "CS BT" on both of
CARLICH'S BT's recorded on map A-1225, and Nailed "Tillamook
COUNTY BEARING TREE, DO NOT CUT" signs on both trees.
The corner lies on a steep NW SLOPE.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: TERRY JONES
G. ARTHUR

DATE: 10/15/81

COY: PHO:

COUNTY corner tag affixed.
TILLAMOOK COUNTY BOUNDARY TITLE